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Abstract: Cloud Computing emerged from the advancements of several technologies where the roots are from the mainframes supported by 
internet as web services along with the distributed resources. It is an advanced technology from grid computing and utility computing provides 
services at large scale level using different data centres for large capacity of data storage. The major challenges related to cloud computing is the 
security such as the network reliability, performance monitoring, scale management, quality of services, interoperability and probability. In this 
paper, we majorly concentrated on the network security, different procedures and mechanisms involved in defence system from risks, threats and 
attacks on the cloud computing and we discussed different possible vulnerabilities and malwares. We give the mathematical cryptography 
procedures and mechanisms for securing the network and cloud. Mathematical methods and procedures are given for Cryptographic defences 
against the man-in-middle attacks, spoofing attacks and transmission control protocol attacks. Experimental and statistical analysis is done, we 
evaluate real time challenges by designing -building a private cloud and injecting the transmission control protocol injection attacks, the 
observations are done along with the defence system where the graphical and statistical analysis is given.  
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I. INTRODUCTION  

The most definitive and coherent connections are made using 
one of the most important transport protocol that is TCP. 
There is also a probability to attackers through TCP which is 
vulnerable to Man-in-Middle attacks. Appropriate to avoid the 
complexity that are occurred by using Man-in-Middle attack 
and eavesdropping attack, the attacker chooses the off-path 
attack since the establishment of paths or controlling the 
routers through the path between legitimate users is 
unpredictable [1]. 
 Cryptography plays a major role in security, there are two 
false beliefs or illusions against network-based risks, threats 
and attacks, the foremost belief is that in reality, attackers can 
rarely obtain Man-in-the-Middle capabilities, and even when 
they can, they are opposed to do so since such actions may 
lead to recognition. We attest that this is incorrect; there are 
common scenarios where attackers may obtain Man-in-the-
Middle capabilities, for example by accessing wireless 
communication and by manipulations of the largely unsecured 
routing protocols, procedures and mechanisms, or by 
controlling some transitional devices. Furthermore, such 
attacks are often carried out, without detection and effect such 
as route tracking or hijacking occurs frequently. Now we 
concentrate on the next false belief, which is based on current, 
non-cryptographic, Internet protocols that are already provide 
sufficient protection against most typical and crucial situations 
by common attackers, and in particular, against off-path 
attackers. Man-in-the-Middle attacker is quite different from 

off-path attacker, an off-path attacker cannot monitor or 
modify legitimate packets sent between other parties, however, 
he can transmit packets with a spoofed that is with fake source 
IP address - impersonate it as legitimate party [2]. 
  The internet protocol is designed for the transmission of 
information through the internet and computer networks. The 
transmitting IP packet should consist of header, and few other 
transmitting information of clients. The source IP address is 
definitely the packet address which was sent from, but the 
senders address in the IP header can be varied, so the 
destination assumes that the packet is from another transmitter 
and the source waits for acknowledgement from the recipient. 
Here the source does not worry about the response from 
recipient because the spoofing attack has injected.  Internet 
Protocol spoofing is predominantly used to influence man-in-
the-middle attacks against hosts on a computer network [3].  

II. RELATED WORK 

A. Spoofing Attack  
The primary goal of spoofing attack is to steal the private data 
from authorized user acceptable to launch the attacks against 
network hosts to spread malware or bypass access control to 
accomplish with the help of malicious parties [4]. The 
firewalls which are having a capability of deep packet 
inspection and to identify the authorized users can be reduced 
by using the TCP/IP suite protocols for spoofing attack. In 
spoofing attack we have again two different spoofing attacks. 
They are client-side spoofing and server-side spoofing [5]. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IP_spoofing�
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IP_spoofing�
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IP_spoofing�
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Man-in-the-middle_attack�
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Man-in-the-middle_attack�
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_network�
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In client-side spoofing, the intruder spoof like a authorized 
client and gets the required private data from a dense server. 
The reverse way of client -side spoofing is server-side 
spoofing. In server-side spoofing the intruder acts like a actual 
service provider and then performs the stealing of private 
information from clients individually [6].  
In order to overcome the network security the intruder need to 
use the IP spoofing which makes the use of trusted IP address 
like authorization - related to IP addresses. Here the successful 
relationship is provided between devices. With the help of 
spoofing an intruder can attack the authorized devices of the 
same network which has successful relationship without 
getting any permission from authorized users [7].   
Hiding of internet protocol is possible in spoofing attack 
which is very frequently used by multiple attackers. For the 
purpose of protecting authorized data we need to implement 
few critical techniques against spoofed packets, notably access 
filtering. The known fact is that the internet protocol spoofing 
is practicable to many of the internet service providers. Here 
we mainly concentrate on the off-path attacker which has an 
incorrect belief in present internet protocols [8].  

B. Transmission Control Protocol Attack 
In major the TCP is not designed for security purpose. 

Apart from these there are many security patches have been 
designed for specification and implementation level. The high-
level security has developed for new specifications. 
Unfortunately, this high level security development leads to 
create a more serious vulnerability. In the internet protocol suits 
transmission control protocols is the main protocol. Its 
implementation has been arisen with starting network which is 
complemented with internet protocol.  That is the main reason 
we treat the whole suit as the TCP/IP. The applications that are 
transferring reliable, error-checked data provided by TCP 
between the devices can be communicated using internet 
protocol [9]. 

 

 
Figure 1: Structure of TCP attack 

 
The TCP connection may be hijacked by an intelligent intruder 
to eavesdrop a TCP session and redirect packet. For this 
purpose the intruder need to learn the sequence number for 
hacking the packet by sending the acknowledgment through 
the communication channel as if it is send by authorized user 
and if that receiver sends an acknowledgement for that 
malicious packet to the intruder then the synchronization is 
lost. Here Address Resolution Protocol or control over routing 
attacks of packet flow might be result in hijacking of TCP 
connection [10]. 
If the identification of sequence number is easy to guess then 
spoofing of IP address was not difficult. These results the 
receiver to believe that the packets had came from different IP 
address which has been send by intruder without the use of 
establishment of address resolution protocol or network 
attackers. This made the initial sequence number is treated to 
be as random [11].  

 
III. TCP INJECTION ATTACKS 

There are two phases to operate off-path TCP injection. 
1. Learn Connection Four-Tuple: Appropriate to the 
maintenance of a TCP connection between client and server, 
the intruder intended to learn four parameters they include IP 
addresses and ports. 
2. Learn Sequence Number: The only way to send packets 
between users the intruder must know the current sequence 
number. Now  the attacker able to inject data into TCP 
connection, by acting as a desired user in between the 
transmission [12].   
 
A. Learn Connection Four-Tuple: To organize the injection 
attack, the identification of TCP connection between the 
victim client and server is necessary for the intruder. The 
victim’s device is verified either remotely or locally. Let us 
consider a simple method - client uses the puppet to provide a 
recipient connection with known clients address along with IP 
address and port. The intruder selects the server IP addresses 
and port of a particular server as well as the client IP address 
in order to send a request and detect the client port. 
The clients will not use any randomized algorithms and 
assigning ports sequential connections which may result in 
hacking the devices that are included in transmission protocol 
which means off-path attacker of the client port. Before and 
after opening the recipient server connection the puppet spikes 
to intruder remote site. Intruder detects client ports p1 and p2 
that are used in connection to his/her sites, if the connection is 
p2=p1+2 then intruder learns to the server connection is via 
p1+1 if not there is chance to restart the attack by intruder 
[13]. 
 
B. Learn Sequence Number:  The second phase of TCP 
injection after recognizing the recipient connection including 
client port is to know the one or both connections sequence 
numbers. Several methods can be used by off-path attackers to 
infer the sequence numbers as they are unable to see them 
directly. Here the sequence number provides the permission to 
attacker to inject the spoofed data into connection by acting 
like a server [14]. 

IV. DEFENSE SYSTEM FOR ATTACKS  
Defense system used to protect the data is the Défense in depth 
an onion layered security mechanism. Monitoring network 
traffic is the major aim where firewalls that can help with 
comprehensive security system, that is adapted for intrusion 
prevention. The different layers will have shielded for 
defending the risks, threats and attacks, majorly focused on 
transmission control protocol and targeted attacks. Anti -
viruses are also used in layers for Défense system, for security 
authentication and authorization mechanisms are used where 
digital signatures plays a major role. Auditing and log based 
forensic investigation is used for the Défense in depth strategy 
and behavioral analysis. Once an attack is detected or 
vulnerability is identified, immediate measures will be taken, 
it is important to shut it down immediately and patch work 
should be done to defend the attack  [15]. 

V. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS 

As mentioned, in this proposal an unauthorized user can attack 
or steal any type of data with the help of number of 
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technologies without knowing to the sender as well as the 
receiver. This attack can be considered as TCP spoofing 
attack. If the third party wants to attack, then the attacker or 
intruder can use a tool called WIRE SHARK by installing in 
their devices. Let us consider an attack that is stealing live 
streaming videos. Assume there is a live conference of a 
company is leading with authorized clients where they are 
discussing the most confidential information related to 
company growth. Here the attacker can also access the live 
video as an authorized client without making any aware to 
authorized persons by using this WIRE SHARK tool. Here 
the attacking process includes the capturing network packet 
details. The identification of current system is possible by 
using IP address in which data to be steeled. This data can be 
viewed and saved by an unauthorized person who leads to 
security breaches . 

 

                
Figure 2: Screen Shot of WIRE SHARK 

 
VI. FUTURE WORK  

TCP spoofing attacks, injection attacks are encouraged with 
the vulnerabilities in the network and security services. When 
an intruder tries to attack with any type of tool recognizing 
that attacks and applying any changes which needed to further 
security are should be more intelligible. As per the new 
technical issues there is an introduction of a new security tool 
that is a type of fire wall named SONIC WALL. SONIC 
WALL is a new security tool which makes complex to 
perform TCP splitting which does not allows any kind of 
spoofing attacks. Detection of misleading, security breaches 
and preventions all so made up of with this tool which works 
like a defence to a particular type of attack. 
 

VII. CONCLUSION  

TCP injection attacks and spoofing attack are mainly 
performed by approaching some methods by monitoring the 
protocols and data packets information through the 
transmission channel. Reducing vulnerabilities leads to major 
security in network. As technology is improving intrusion 
techniques also learning more skills. In this paper we 
mentioned that how spoofing attack is taking with security tool 
and how that attack can be defense by another security tool. 
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